
Just Kisses
Designed by Elizabeth Hartman
www.ohfransson.com

Finished project measures: 52” x 62” 

Featuring

GHOST MOTH
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Fabric and Supplies Needed

    Color       Fabric        Name/SKU       Yardage

K001-1339 
SNOW

K001-1069 
CHAMPAGNE

K001-184 
EGGSHELL

K001-1268 
OYSTER

K001-1303 
PUTTY

K001-413 
PARCHMENT

K001-483 
ULTRA MARINE 

K001-1037 
BONE

K001-1090 
CREAM

K001-1181 
IVORY

K001-1187 
KHAKI

K001-1242 
NATURAL

K001-1323 
SAND

    Color      Fabric       Name/SKU        Yardage

Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 42” wide.
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2-3/4 yards

*ten square

*ten square

*ten square

*FABRICS B-M use ten squares from TEN-258-42

*ten square

*ten square

*ten square

*ten square

*ten square

*ten square

*ten square

*ten square

*ten square

Fabric and Supplies Needed

Copyright 2015, Robert Kaufman
For individual use only - Not for resale                    

You will also need:
3-1/2 yards for backing

1/2 yard for binding
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- Yardages are based on fabric at least 42” wide.
- You will also need the fabric marking tool of your choice.
- Please read through the pattern before starting your project.
- Unless otherwise noted, all seams are sewn with a 1/4” seam allowance and pressed open.
- WOF = width of fabric
- LOF = length of fabric (along the selvage edge)

From each of the 36 squares, cut:
two pieces A, 3-1/2” x 6-1/2” each
two pieces B, 3-1/2” x 2-1/2” each

From Fabric A, cut:
nine 2-1/2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
 one hundred forty-four pieces C, 2-1/2” x 2-1/2” each

eight 1-1/2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
 two hundred sixteen pieces D, 1-1/2” x 1-1/2” each

one 3-1/2” x WOF strip. Subcut:
 sixteen pieces E, 3-1/2” x 2-1/2” each

Note: All remaining fabric will be cut along the length (selvage edge) of the fabric

one 5-1/2” x LOF strip. Subcut:
 thirty-two Vertical Sashing pieces, 5-1/2” x 1-1/2” each
 eight Skinny Vertical Sashing pieces, 5-1/2” x 1” each

three 3-1/2” x LOF strips. Subcut: 
 fi fty-six more pieces E, 3-1/2” x 2-1/2” each

two strips 3” x LOF strips. Subcut: 
 two Wide Horizontal Sashing pieces, 3” x 52-1/2” each

eight 2” x LOF strips. Subcut:
 eight Horizontal Sashing pieces, 2” x 52-1/2” each

Notes Before You Begin

Cutting Instructions

A

A

B

B

10 Square Cutting Diagram
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Ghost Moth Blocks

A

B B

A

C

C C

DD

D D D D

EE

C

Block Diagram

Piece

A

B

C

D

E

Number to Cut

2

2

4

6

2

Size of Cut Pieces

6-1/2” x 3-1/2”

3-1/2” x 2-1/2”

2-1/2” x 2-1/2”

1-1/2” x 1-1/2”

3-1/2” x 2-1/2”

The fi nished block (not including seam allowance) will measure 12” wide x 5” tall.  This chart 
includes a summary of the pieces needed to make each block. The diagram of the fi nished 
block shows where each piece will go. The dimensions of each piece are listed width x 
height.
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Note: Several remaining steps will include diagonal seams. For those steps, use the same 
process, referring to the diagrams for the alignment of the fabrics and placement of the 
angles. 

D

FIG. 2

Step 2: Use diagonal seams to sew one piece D to the upper-left corner of each of the AC 
units from Step 1, as shown in Fig. 2, making a total of thirty-six ACD units for the left sides of 
the blocks.

A

C

C

FIG. 3

D

FIG. 4

Step 3: Use diagonal seams to sew the remaining pieces C to the remaining pieces A, as 
shown in Fig. 3.

Making the Blocks

Step 1: With right sides together, place one piece C each in the 
lower-left and upper-right corners of one piece A. Mark a diagonal 
line from corner to corner of each piece C, as shown in Fig. 1. Sew 
along the marked lines to create diagonal seams. Trim away excess 
fabric, leaving 1/4” seam allowance and press the seams open.  
Repeat this process to make a total of thirty-six pieced units.

A

C

C

FIG. 1

Step 4: Use diagonal seams to sew one piece D to the upper-right corner of each of the AC 
units from Step 3, as shown in Fig. 4, making a total of thirty-six ACD units for the right sides of 
the blocks.
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Note: As you sew together the pieced units to make the blocks, you can opt to match like 
fabrics, or to combine units made with different fabrics for a scrappy effect.

Step 6: Refer to Fig. 6 to sew together one ACD unit from Step 1, one BD unit, and one piece 
E to make a Left Block Half. Repeat this process to make a total of thirty-six Left Block Halves 
measuring 6-1/2” x 5-1/2” each.

Step 7: Refer to Fig. 6 to sew together one ACD unit from Step 4, one BD unit, and one piece 
E to make a Right Block Half. Repeat this process to make a total of thirty-six Right Block 
Halves measuring 6-1/2” x 5-1/2” each.

Step 8: Sew together thirty-one Left Block Halves and thirty-one Right Block Halves to make 
thirty-one Moth Blocks. At this stage, before being sewn into the quilt, each block should 
measure 12-1/2” x 5-1/2”.

The remaining fi ve Left Block Halves and fi ve Right Block Halves will be used on the edges of 
the quilt.

A

A

B B
E E

C

C

C

C

D

D D D D

D

Left Block Half Right Block Half

FIG. 6

B

D

D

FIG. 5

Step 5: Use diagonal seams to sew two pieces D to each piece B, as shown in Fig. 5, making 
a total of seventy-two BD units, two of which will be used in each block.
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Quilt Top Assembly

Making the Quilt Top and Finishing the Quilt

Step 1: Refer to the Quilt Top Assembly Diagram to arrange the blocks and block halves in 
nine rows. Rows 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 should each include one Left Block Half, three Moth Blocks, 
and one Right Block Half. Rows 2, 4, 6, and 8 should each include four Moth Blocks.
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Step 2: Sew together the blocks and block halves in each row, sewing a Vertical Sashing 
piece between each, beginning and ending with a block or block half. Sew 1 Skinny Vertical 
Sashing piece each to the left and right sides of Rows 2, 4, 6, and 8.

Step 3: Sew together the rows, sewing a Horizontal Sashing piece between each row, begin-
ning and ending with a Row. Sew the Wide Horizontal Sashing pieces to the top and bottom 
to fi nish the 52-1/2” x 62-1/2” quilt top.

Step 4: From backing fabric, cut two pieces, each 60” long. Trim away selvages and sew the 
pieces together along the long sides. Trim fi nished quilt back to 60” x 70”.

Step 5: Sandwich and quilt as desired. From binding fabric, cut six strips 2-1/2” x WOF. Sew the 
strips together and bind as desired. 

Finished Quilt Diagram


